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Ant Colony
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MICHAEL DEFORGE

THE DEBUT GRAPHIC NOVEL FROM A DAZZLING NEWCOMER WITH 

A SINGULAR, IDIOSYNCRATIC STYLE

In the few short years since he began his pamphlet-size comic book series 

Lose, Michael DeForge has announced himself as an important new voice 

in alternative comics. His brash, confident, undulating artwork sent a 

shock wave through the comics world for its unique, fully formed aesthetic. 

With his debut Drawn & Quarterly title, Ant Colony, DeForge confirms his 

place as a mover and shaker in the world of graphic novels.

From its opening pages, Ant Colony immerses the reader in a world that 

is darkly existential, with false prophets, unjust wars, and corrupt police 

officers, as it follows the denizens of a black ant colony under attack 

from the nearby red ants. On the surface, it’s the story of this war, the 

destruction of a civilization, and the ants’ all too familiar desire to rebuild. 

Underneath, though, Ant Colony plumbs the deepest human concerns — 

loneliness, faith, love, apathy, and more. All of this is done with humor 

and sensitivity, exposing a world where spiders can wreak unimaginable 

amounts of havoc with a single gnash of their jaws.

DeForge’s striking visual sensibility-stark lines, dramatic color choices, 

and brilliant use of page and panel space-stands out in this volume.

PRAISE FOR MICHAEL DE FORGE

“Michael DeForge’s magnum opus…tackles...sex, war, parenthood, family, 

labor, love, the Other, death-with…brio and ease.” - The Comics Journal

“[DeForge] has a portfolio…few could match. He’s a skilled draftsman yet 

his style is simple…allowing the purity of his narratives to shine through.”  

- It’s Nice That

Michael DeForge was born in 1987 and grew up in Ottawa, Ontario. After a few 

years of experimenting with short strips and zines, he created Lose #1, his first full-

length comic, which won Best Emerging Talent at the Doug Wright Awards. He has 

since published a handful of comic books, which have received industry praise and 

two Eisner Award nominations. His illustrations have been published in The New 

York Times and Bloomberg View ; his comics have appeared in Believer, Maison-

neuve, Cold Heat, and the Adventure Time comic book series.

- Select Author Appearances 
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ANOUK RICARD, TRANSLATED BY HELGE DASCHER

WORKPLACE STRESSES MAY PROVE KILLER IN THIS OFF-THE-RAILS 

OFFICE SATIRE

 

Richard thinks he’s in luck when he snags a job at the cuckooclock 

factory, but things start to go wrong right off the bat. First of all there’s 

his boss, who doesn’t seem to have the strongest grip on reality and has 

an odd penchant for silly hats. Then there are his coworkers, who are 

alternately evasive and idiotic when asked about anything pertaining to 

actually getting work done. Finally there’s George, the employee Richard’s 

replacing, who supposedly quit but whose family has just appeared on 

national TV pleading for his safe return. It’s all adding up to a very strange 

workplace, and when the company goes on a retreat, everything spools 

quickly out of control.

From the author of Anna and Froga comes a wry, offbeat whodunnit that 

centers on office life. Anouk Ricard’s subtle, sardonic humor undermines 

the characters’ desperate attempts to be taken seriously, as they bungle 

kidnappings, misunderstand social cues, and let petty disagreements 

become feuds. Ricard’s dim-witted characters aspire to deviousness but 

miss their mark, remaining firmly in the domain of slapstick. With cleverly 

observed dialogue, charming artwork, and brilliantly over-the-top plotting,

Benson’s Cuckoos will delight the adult fans of Ricard’s comics for kids.

PRAISE FOR ANOUK RICARD

“Anna and Froga…has the same kind of humor as [Richard] Scarry, but with 

the volume cranked up a little more.” - Boing Boing

“Anna and Froga…is so damned delightful that a review can hardly do it 

justice. It’s perfect for kids, but the cartooning chops and clever humor 

should please anybody. Anybody.” - North Adams Transcript 

Anouk Ricard is an author, artist, and stop-motion animator who was born in the 

south of France. She began the Anna and Froga series in 2004. The book collec-

tions of the comic have received widespread acclaim, and Ricard has received 

multiple nominations for the Best Book Award at the Angoulême International 

Comics Festival. She lives in Lyon, France.

Benson’s Cuckoos
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BRECHT VANDENBROUCKE

WITH FEW WORDS AND GORGEOUS STYLE, A CARTOONIST TAKES AIM 

AT THE HYPOCRISIES OF THE ART WORLD

White Cube is the Belgian cartoonist and illustrator Brecht 

Vandenbroucke’s debut book, a collection of mostly wordless strips 

that follow a pair of pink-faced twins as they attempt to understand 

contemporary art and the gallery world. Their reactions to the art they 

encounter are frequently comedic, as they paint over Pablo Picasso’s 

famous mural Guernica, and re-create a pixelated version of Edvard 

Munch’s The Scream after receiving one too many emails.

Lushly painted, these irreverent strips poke fun at the staid, often smug 

art world, offering an absurdist view on the institutions of that world-

questioning what constitutes art and what doesn’t, as well as how we 

decide what goes on the walls of the gallery and what doesn’t.

Vandenbroucke’s distinctive work blends the highbrow with the low, 

drawing equally from Gordon Matta-Clark’s site-specific artwork and 

the Three Stooges’ slapstick timing. With a knowing wink at the reader, 

Vandenbroucke continuously uncovers something to laugh about in the 

stuffiness and pretentiousness of the art world.

PRAISE FOR BRECHT VANDENBROUCKE

“[White Cube is] one of the best books we’ve seen all year…

Following two pink-faced men…as they trot gleefully into artistic

establishments and deal with contemporary art in a naïve yet

scathing way, this [book] is both hilarious and…genius.”  

- It’s Nice That

“Vandenbroucke’s paintings are full of humor and irreverence.”  

- Juxtapoz
 

Brecht Vandenbroucke is a Belgian cartoonist and illustrator. Since graduating 

from art school a few years ago, he has worked for numerous periodicals, including 

The New York Times, and has participated in group shows all over the world. His 

first solo exhibition took place in February 2013.

- National Publicity 

- National Marketing Campaign
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On Loving Women

DIANE OBOMSAWIN, TRANSLATED BY HELGE DASCHER

INTIMATE VIGNETTES OF WOMEN COMING OUT

On Loving Women is a new collection of stories about coming out, first 

love, and sexual identity by the animator Diane Obomsawin. With this 

work, Obomsawin brings her gaze to bear on subjects closer to home-

her friends’ and lovers’ personal accounts of realizing they’re gay or first 

finding love with another woman. Each story is a master class in reaching 

the emotional truth of a situation with the simplest means possible. Her 

stripped-down pages use the bare minimum of linework to expressively 

reveal heartbreak, joy, irritation, and fear.

On Loving Women focuses primarily on adolescence — crushes on high 

school teachers, awkwardness on first dates — but also addresses much 

deeper-seated difficulties of being out: fears of rejection and of not being 

who others want one to be. Within these pages, Obomsawin has forged a 

poignant, powerful narrative that speaks to the difficulties of coming out 

and the joys of being loved.

Her first English-language work, Kaspar — a retelling of the life of Kaspar 

Hauser, the mysterious German youth who was raised in isolation and 

murdered just a few years after emerging from his imprisonment-was 

critically lauded for its simple but expressive storytelling, and for the 

way it portrayed traumatic material compassionately but without self-

indulgence.

PRAISE FOR DIANE OBOMSAWIN

“Obomsawin adapts with spartan elegance…[ Kaspar is] a paradoxically 

winsome take on a perennially intriguing true story.” - Booklist

“Diane Obomsawin’s Kaspar is…as spare and mysterious as its subject…As 

brief as it is, it’s also quietly affecting right up to its abrupt, tragic ending.” 

- The Boston Globe

Born in Montreal in 1959, Diane Obomsawin spent the first twenty years of her 

life in France. After studying graphic design, she returned to Canada in 1983 and 

turned her attention to painting, comics, and animation. Here and There, her auto-

biographical film, garnered numerous prestigious distinctions. She has published a

number of comics in French and one previous book with Drawn & Quarterly, Kaspar 

(2009).
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FRANK KING, INTRO BY JEET HEER, EDITED BY CHRIS WARE

THE PRELUDE TO THE WALT AND SKEEZIX SERIES OFFERS A PORTRAIT 

OF A COUNTRY IN TRANSITION

Walt Before Skeezix collects the first years of Frank King’s beloved comic 

strip Gasoline Alley — one of the most widely read and syndicated strips of 

its time, which is still syndicated today. These comics, produced between 

1919 and 1920, focus primarily on Walt Wallet and his friends as they 

engage with the then-novel automobile sensation that was sweeping the 

nation.

This period of the newspaper strip is especially fascinating as a historical 

time capsule, charting a moment in America’s past when horses and 

buggies shared the road with cars, and when the country was making the 

transition from rural farmers to urban, industrialized society.

King was a pioneering American cartoonist who changed comics forever 

by setting his strip in contemporary America and having his characters 

age. These lavish volumes pay tribute to the evolution of his style and 

storytelling. Designed and edited by the world-renowned cartoonist Chris 

Ware (Building Stories), Walt Before Skeezix includes a wide-ranging 

introductory essay from the noted comics historian Jeet Heer, the coeditor 

of Arguing Comics: Literary Masters on a Popular Medium, and an essay by 

Tim Samuelson, the cultural historian for the city of Chicago, about how 

Chicago’s history is reflected in King’s newspaper strip.

PRAISE FOR BRECHT VANDENBROUCKE 

“Frank King’s Gasoline Alley may be the best syndicated comic strip

ever. Walt and Skeezix lovingly collects two years’ worth of the

strip.” - Playboy

“There is a lovely, often wrenching gravity to the strip. King knows

how humans as well as cars work, especially toddlers.” - The New

York Times Book Review 
 

One of the pioneering giants of American comic strips, Frank King was born in 

Cashton, Wisconsin, in 1883. He joined the staff of the Chicago Tribune in 1909. 

Almost from the start of his career, King’s cartoons were frequently featured on the 

front page of the paper. He made his lasting mark in 1919 by creating Gasoline Alley, 

which became one of the most widely syndicated and read strips in North America 

until King’s death in 1969.

- National Publicity 

- National Marketing Campaign
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TOVE JANSSON

A VISIT FROM A MARTIAN CAUSES AN UPROAR IN MOOMINVALLEY

Another classic Moomin story reworked in full color, with a kid-proof

but kid-friendly size, price, and format. 

Moominmamma wakes up one morning to find a flying saucer has crash-

landed in her cabbage patch. There’s a strange machine dangling out 

of it that seems like it could be used to fix their broken radio, but when 

Moominpappa starts fiddling with it, he turns himself and Moomin 

invisible! Each knob on the machine causes strange and unlikely events 

to transpire, until the Martians finally recover possession of their property. 

Tove Jansson’s Moomin and the Martians is a lighthearted romp that 

reaffirms the importance of family.

PRAISE FOR TOVE JANSSON

“A lost treasure now rediscovered-one of the sweetest, strangest comic 

strips ever drawn or written. A surrealist masterpiece. Honest.”

- Neil Gaiman, author of Sandman, American Gods, and Fragile Things

Tove Jansson (1914-2001) was a legendary Finnish children’s book author/artist 

and creator of the Moomins, who came to life in children’s books, comic strips, 

theater, opera, film, radio, theme parks, and television.

Moomin and the Martians
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Moominmamma’s Maid
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TOVE JANSSON

WITH A MAID TO HELP AROUND THE HOUSE, WILL THE MOOMINS 

BECOME RESPECTABLE?

Another classic Moomin story reworked in full color, with a kid-proof

but kid-friendly size, price, and format.

A housekeeping and mother-craft expert named Mrs. Fillyjonk moves in 

next door to the Moomins. Seeing the state of the Moomin house, she 

takes action, shaming them into hiring a maid. When Misabel the maid 

arrives, it’s immediately clear she needs a little cheering up, and since Mrs. 

Fillyjonk has mysteriously disappeared, the Moomins set about teaching 

Misabel how to enjoy herself. Life lessons and poignant reminders of the 

importance of simple pleasures abound in this classic tale from Tove 

Jansson.

PRAISE FOR TOVE JANSSON

“[Jansson’s] work soars with lightness and speed, and her drawings

only echo her writing: delicate but precise, observant yet suggestive…

Jansson was exceptional, an exuberant explorer of emotional 

independence and interdependence, a liberating force.” 

- Los Angeles Times Book Review

Tove Jansson (1914-2001) was a legendary Finnish children’s book author/artist 

and creator of the Moomins, who came to life in children’s books, comic strips, 

theater, opera, film, radio, theme parks, and television.

- National Publicity
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